SMI Spa

SMIGroup: high technology, innovation and flexibility. With
over 4,500 packaging machines installed worldwide, SMI ranks
among the top manufacturers of complete systems for bottle
blowing, filling and end-of-line packaging for production plants
up to 36,000 bottles/hour.
With a strong commitment to innovation, in its 25-year activity
SMI has launched many hi-tech products, making headway in its
market segment.
All main manufacturers of the food & beverage industry taking into
serious consideration the price/quality ratio can now rely upon the
highly automated packaging systems supplied by SMI.
SMI successfully combines technology and culture, design and
innovation, efficiency and social responsibility: a mix of factors which,
together with the flexible approach to the customer’s needs, has
allowed the company to set new standards in the packaging world
and to establish long-lasting collaborations with many top players
in the food & beverage industry, such as Nestlé, Danone, Unilever,
Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Diageo, Heinz, Heineken, SABMiller, Inbev and
Carlsberg. Thanks to this corporate style SMI was awarded by Giorgio
Napolitano, the President of the Italian Republic, with the “Prize of
Prizes”, a prestigious award through which the Italian government
highlights the importance conferred on companies as major players
in the innovation process and joins their efforts towards the social,
economic and scientific development of the country.
A market-oriented and flexible organization
SMIGroup consists of SMI, the group’s parent company, with its
internal divisions (SMIFlexi, SMIForm, SMILine, SMIPal and
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SMIMec), of the four subsidiary companies SMIPACK, SMILAB,
SMITEC and SMIENERGIA and of a network of branches providing
sales and after sales support to SMI and SMIPACK clients.
SMIGroup is the ideal partner for a number of applications in the
packaging sector. Each SMI division is in fact specialized in a certain
type of production, which is marketed through dedicated brands.
SMIFlexi brand is associated with the production of hi-speed
secondary packaging machines (shrinkwrappers, traypackers,
wrap-around casepackers, cardboard sleeve multipackers and
combined machines) capable of a maximum output of 450 packs/
minute in triple lane; SMIForm is a leading manufacturer of rotary
stretch-blow moulders for PET/PP containers with outputs up to
36,000 bottles/hour available both in their stand-alone version and
as part of integrated systems of stretch-blowing, filling, capping
and labelling; SMILine is specialized in the design and manufacture
of conveyor belts to move products within bottling and packaging
lines; SMIPal sets a new standard in the market of automatic
palletisers; SMIMec makes moulds for stretch-blow moulders.
The subsidiary company SMITec designs and produces integrated
control systems and industrial automation for all the machines
produced by SMIGroup’s factories. This diversified approach to
the business bears many advantages, especially when it comes
to ensure flexibility and a fast response to the customer’s needs;
a strategy which allowed SMIGroup to grow a lot in a highly
competitive market. Ample synergies have been achieved among
the group’s companies and divisions, with the sole aim of exploring
new horizons for its own products and of ensuring the same high
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quality approach to technological innovation. For this reason, in
2008 the subsidiary company SMILAB was set up; a research
laboratory confirming that Research and Innovation are essential
principles of SMIGroup’s economic, cultural and social growth.
SMIGroup and the technological innovation
SMIGroup considers applied research a strategic activity for
the creation of innovative solutions and services which can
effectively satisfy the countless requirements of a global market
in continuous evolution. In 2011 SMI invested in Research &
Development projects about 8% of its sales revenues, well over
Italian industry’s average (1.5%) and European industry’s average
(3% > Lisbon Treaty objective).
As a result of its innovation strategy, SMI is playing an increasingly
important role with regard to the development of new technologies,
improving the balance between economic growth, environment
protection, energy saving and social responsibility. SMI has designed
a series of products capable of fully meeting these requirements;
among them, it is worth mentioning the new ECOBLOC® PLUS
systems developed by Smiform division, which brings together, in
one single machine, the functions of stretch-blow moulding, filling/
capping and labelling of PET containers, thereby optimizing space,
efficiency, packaging material and energy consumption. SMIGroup’s
commitment to protecting the environment is also proved by the UNI
EN ISO 14001:2004 certification, which shows how an industrial
machines manufacturer can run its activities in perfect harmony with
the nature and in line with its customers’ innovation needs.
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